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ABSTRACT
In response to globalization of traditional manufacturing and the 
growing significance of a symbolic economy, fashion cities are 
now formed by different mixings of material, design/creative and 
symbolic forms of production. The intersection between these 
elements is particularly evident in the global fashion cities, which 
have experienced a profound process of deindustrialization and a 
shift between manufacturing and symbolic economies. This paper 
explores London’s relationship with fashion through the perspec-
tives of key industry actors. We draw upon 30 semi-structured 
in-depth interviews undertaken between 2016 and 2018 to explore 
the interplay between material, creative and symbolic forms of 
fashion production in the city. Interview material is supported by 
the analysis of data collected from the Office for National Statistics 
and the Higher Education Statistics Agency. London’s fashion eco-
system is seen as having strong focus on creativity, artistic values 
and forms of symbolism, which are however regarded as in tension 
with a viable fashion design industry, an effective business culture 
and manufacturing system. The paper contributes to the literature 
on the fashion’s positioning in urban economies by shedding light 
on the interaction between production, creative and symbolic 
elements in a global creative city.

1.  Introduction

Over the last two decades, increasing attention has been devoted to the fashion 
industry as a strategic factor for urban growth, regeneration and competitiveness. 
Globalization of traditional manufacturing and the growing significance of a symbolic 
economy have led to a diversification of the relationship between fashion and cities 
across the world (Gilbert 2013; Larner, Molloy, and Goodrum 2007; Skov 2011). 
Manufacturing has gradually disappeared from the so-called global fashion capitals, 
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which have growingly drawn upon creativity, design and symbolism to remain com-
petitive in the international geography of fashion (Casadei and Lee 2020; Evans and 
Smith 2006; Hauge 2012; Williams and Currid-Halkett 2011). Fashion design and 
image-making activities have also been the focus for government policies in branding 
second-tier cities as new fashion hubs to attract tourism, businesses and investments 
(Martínez 2007; Rantisi 2011; Skivko 2013; Weller 2013). Some manufacturing cities 
are now attempting to reposition as also design and consumption centres (Huang 
et  al. 2016; Khan 2019; Lazzeretti, Capone, and Casadei 2017). As a result, there is 
now an emerging variety of fashion cities with different mixings of production, design/
creative and symbolic elements combining in complex fashion ecosystems (Casadei, 
Gilbert, and Lazzeretti 2021; Heim et  al., 2021; Wubs, Lavanga, and Janssens 2020).

The intersection between these different elements is particularly clear in ‘global 
fashion capitals’ – London, Paris, New York and Milan (Godart 2014). Their history and 
development have been heterogeneous, combining production, design and consump-
tion, and variously integrating manufacturing, creativity and symbolism (Scott 2002). 
These cities have changed markedly since the late-twentieth century, particularly in 
response to economic globalization, accentuating separation between material and 
symbolic forms of production. The contraction of manufacturing has shifted these 
global cities towards a post-industrial economy of design, creative and symbolic 
activities (Jansson and Power 2010; Merlo and Polese 2006; Rantisi 2004; Rocamora 
2009). While there are commonalities, notably in the importance of biannual fashion 
collections and their significance in the symbolic geographies of the fashion media, 
these ‘capitals’ have distinctively different fashion ecosystems and development paths 
(Casadei and Gilbert 2018).

London in particular has undergone a distinctive transformation, experiencing the 
earliest and most pervasive deindustrialization. Fashion as broadly defined is an 
important element of the London economy, with this broader fashion industry, embrac-
ing activities including design, manufacturing, retail, distribution, media and adver-
tising, contributing around £5.5 billion to the London economy (BOP Consulting 2017). 
However, what makes London distinctive is also its reputation as a place dominated 
by a uniquely diversified cultural and creative sector, which attracts international 
creative talent, hosts an extraordinary pool of creative industries, and generates strong 
economic and symbolic value (Landry 2001; Lee and Drever 2013; Pratt 2009). It is 
also high in the global hierarchy of cities in terms of ‘globalness’, innovation and 
creativity (Currid 2006). These distinctive characteristics – pervasive deindustrialisation 
combined with exceptional urban creativity – make London an exemplary context to 
explore the co-existence and interaction of material, creative and symbolic forms of 
fashion production in the post-industrial economy.

In this paper, London’s relationship with fashion and the changing interplay between 
these different forms of production is explored through the perspectives of key 
industry actors. We undertook 30 semi-structured in-depth interviews between 2016 
and 2018 with a varied group of leading players in fashion industry, to understand 
the way creativity, manufacturing and symbolism interact, and examine the construc-
tion of discourse on London as global fashion capital. The interview process is rein-
forced by data collected from the Office for National Statistics and the Higher Education 
Statistics Agency. The analysis is organised around dimensions seen as key to 
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development of 21st century fashion cities, building on recent research theorising the 
concept of the fashion city and exploring the positioning of the fashion industry in 
urban economies (Casadei, Gilbert, and Lazzeretti 2021; Heim, Ferrero-Regis, and Payne 
2021). The paper contributes to understanding the complex mix of production, design/
creative and symbolic elements of fashion in a global creative city.

The paper is organised as follows. The following section reviews literature on fashion 
and cities. Section 3 describes the interview process and other sources of data 
employed. Section 4 explores respondents’ understandings of the distinctive history 
and traditions of London, as well as its fashion manufacturing and education systems. 
It points to the perceived limitations of a focus on creativity and symbolic production. 
Findings are discussed in section 5. What emerges is a coherent and consistent 
understanding of London’s fashion ecosystem across a wide range of fashion profes-
sionals and leaders, that stresses the importance of the symbolic economy, but also 
indicates weaknesses in manufacturing and non-retail fashion businesses, and signif-
icant obstacles to development of a larger and sustainable design sector.

2.  Positioning fashion in urban economies: manufacturing, creativity, 
and symbolism

The fashion industry has drawn increasing attention of urban authorities and policy 
makers as a strategic factor for the growth, revitalization, and competitiveness of 
major and minor cities across the world (Breward and Gilbert 2006; Casadei and 
Gilbert 2018; Crewe and Beaverstock 1998; Scott 2002). The concept of the fashion 
city has appeared in many strategic plans and promotional activities of local govern-
ments that have attempted to reposition cities as attractive destinations for firms, 
human capital, investments, consumers and tourism. Nowadays, in addition to the 
traditional global fashion cities, a rising number of cities in developed and developing 
countries have achieved the status of second-tier cities of fashion production, design, 
consumption, and culture (Larner, Molloy, and Goodrum 2007). This has created the 
need to enhance knowledge of what constitutes a fashion city, and to codify and 
theorize this concept. The sociologist Georg Simmel (1904) was the first to address 
the relationship between fashion and the city, emphasising how nineteenth century 
cities had created a specific environment for fashion-based social distinction, individ-
uality, and uniformity. In more recent decades, the debate on urban fashion has 
shifted from sociology to cultural studies, economic geography, regional and urban 
studies (e.g. Casadei, Gilbert, and Lazzeretti 2021; Heim, Ferrero-Regis, and Payne 
2021; Jansson and Power 2010; Martínez 2007; Rantisi 2004).

In this academic literature, one of the first analyses of the fashion city comes in 
a discussion of factors required to move Los Angeles to the front rank of global 
fashion cities (Scott 2002). A number of requirements are suggested: a flexible man-
ufacturing basis; a dense cluster of specialist high-quality sub-contractors; major 
training and research institutes; regionally based but internationally recognised pro-
motional vehicles including fashion media and fashion shows; an evolving fashion 
and design tradition with strong place-based specific elements; formal and informal 
connections between the fashion industry and other cultural product industries. 
However, even in 2002, this list seemed already to look back to fashion city 
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ecosystems of the twentieth century. There has been over time a diversification of 
the relationship between fashion and cities. While traditional global fashion cities 
have evolved, newer fashion cities have developed only particular elements of this 
pathway (Gilbert 2013).

Since the early 1970s, the globalization of the production chain, trade liberal-
ization and intense competition from lower-cost locations have affected business 
practices and production systems, leading to a severe contraction of manufacturing 
in major fashion centres, accentuating the separation between material and sym-
bolic production (Skov 2011; Williams and Currid-Halkett 2011). Global fashion cities 
have become increasingly autonomous from domestic production, shifting towards 
design and symbolic activities (Evans and Smith 2006). Changes in the symbolic 
economy of media, promotional activities and events, as well as developments in 
forms of retailing, shopping, and consumption have made the symbolic production 
of fashion more important than physical manufacturing for these cities (Aspers 
2010; Skov 2011).

This phenomenon can be framed within the growing emphasis on forms of intan-
gible production as ‘instrumental’ means of regenerating urban economies (Grodach 
2017; Hall 2000; Scott 2014). In this respect, fashion design is deemed a key compo-
nent of the cultural economy, able to generate and reinforce the symbolic capital of 
cities and make these identifiable as ‘creative places’ (Weller 2008). In other words, it 
has been defined as a key post-industrial feature for building the identity and repu-
tation by promoting cultural and creative distinctiveness (Potvin 2009; Power and 
Scott 2004). Over the last two decades, a wide variety of cities including Auckland, 
Copenhagen, Toronto, Johannesburg and Berlin have successfully included fashion 
design within creativity-related policy initiatives (Leslie, Brail, and Hunt 2014; McRobbie 
2013; Melchior, Skov, and Csaba 2011; Rogerson 2006).

However, this focus on fashion design does not exhaust the variety of strategies 
that have been adopted for the promotion and revamping of both established and 
newer fashion cities. Review of the literature reveals a heterogeneity of fashion cities, 
with different mixings of design activities, consumption, symbolic and manufacturing 
elements. In addition to fashion design, image-making activities have played an 
important role. For example, Jansson and Power (2010) identify a set of ‘brand chan-
nels’ that have played a key role in turning Milan into a global fashion capital by 
disseminating powerful city-based narratives. Among these, there are promotional 
events, the communicative action of spokespeople, flagship stores, retail districts, 
showrooms, and direct advertising channels. The symbolic element of fashion has 
also become a strategic factor for international recognition for cities without strong 
roots in fashion production. Consumption spaces, fashion events, traditional and newer 
forms of media and museums have acted as cultural intermediaries for the global 
dissemination of symbols about cities and fashion (Rantisi 2011; Skov 2011). For 
example, the transformation of Antwerp into a new fashion city was based on a 
city-branding process that prioritised media, museum initiatives and cultural events, 
and similar strategies were adopted for Barcelona (Chilese and Russo 2008; 
Martínez 2007).

There is also significant potential for the development of design and promotional 
elements of the fashion industry in cities currently dominated by manufacturing. 
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There are many examples of cities with a tradition in the textile and apparel sector 
that have recently been placed on the international fashion map (Huang et  al. 2016). 
In short, there is now very significant diversity in the nature of fashion centres, where 
fashion is an important element of the local economy and wider reputation of cities. 
Recent research (Casadei and Gilbert 2018; Casadei, Gilbert, and Lazzeretti 2021) 
reviewed the extant literature on global fashion capitals and second-tier cities of 
fashion by identifying a set of ‘dimensions’ that mark similarities and differences in 
21st century fashion cities: economic structure, human capital, education system, 
institutional infrastructure, retail environment and promotional media system. Working 
with these and giving them a one-sided accentuation, three ideal types of fashion 
cities were identified: the ‘manufacturing fashion city’ with an economic system 
focused on an extensive apparel production sector, the ‘design fashion city’ closest 
to conventional models of CCIs, and the ‘symbolic fashion city’ focused on place 
branding and symbolic production. This framework is a heuristic device to think about 
the mixing of production, design and symbolic elements forming contemporary fashion 
cities. Empirical research is now needed to move this theoretical discussion forward 
and understand the way these elements interact with each other in different urban 
contexts.

3.  Methodology

The main source for the paper is 30 semi-structured interviews undertaken between 
June 2016 and May 2018 with prominent industry players of the London fashion 
ecosystem (see Appendix A). Respondents were firstly identified through a mapping 
exercise of key roles in each of the dimensions mentioned above. A process of snow-
ball sampling was used for subsequent interviews. Interviewees included heads of 
leading fashion schools and senior figures in institutions representing and supporting 
fashion in London. Other interviewees included independent fashion designers and 
manufacturers as well as senior representatives from London’s fashion media, retailing 
and key museums. Research scholars engaged in studies on fashion and London were 
also interviewed. Respondents were questioned about their perception of the rela-
tionship between London and fashion, and interviews were organised to cover the 
dimensions under investigation.

All interviews ranged between thirty minutes and one hour in length, and were 
recorded, fully transcribed, coded and analysed. Interviewees were anonymised and 
speaking ‘off-record’ rather than representing their institutions or companies. The 
interview process had two aims. First, to investigate the rhetorical construction of 
London’s fashion position from different views and experiences to understand what 
elements mostly contribute to London’s character as a fashion centre. Second, to 
examine how these elements are combined in discourses of value creation and eco-
nomic development of the city. The variety of actors from different segments of the 
industry provided us with a wide-ranging overview of the London’s relationship with 
fashion. In addition to semi-structured interviews, the paper draws upon government 
and city policy documents, reports from specialist institutions and research centres, 
and unpublished statistics from the uK Office for National Statistics and the Higher 
Education Statistics Agency.
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4.  Findings: industry’s discourse on London’s relationship with fashion

4.1.  Creativity, distinctiveness and innovation in the city

There is a strong central narrative in the way that industry professionals understand 
London’s positioning in fashion’s urban geographies. That narrative draws upon 
London’s history, emphasizing the city’s reputation for creativity, innovation, and 
experimentation. London has a long-established tradition as a centre of creativity. 
The broad interest in culture and creativity was seen as dating back at least to the 
nineteenth century. For some respondents there were direct lineages from the Great 
Exhibition and the victorian development of arts and design institutions:

One of the key things is that we have a history in the uK of taking the arts and creative 
industries quite seriously. If you go back to 1851, there was the Great Exhibition…The 
Science Museum, the victoria and Albert Museum, the Natural History Museum, the Royal 
College of Art all came after that exhibition. It was a big spur to design and to the idea 
that arts and culture are important (Interview 10: Head of business school in a fashion 
and design education institution).

However, in discussing London’s development, respondents were usually more 
focused on twentieth century transformations, and particularly the cultural transfor-
mations in consumption, production and lifestyle from the 1960s, which irreversibly 
marked perceptions of London’s fashion ecosystem. The key tropes of ‘Swinging 
London’ still resonate strongly in the ways that key players identify the ongoing 
qualities of London fashion. This retrospective reading of the 1960s combines a num-
ber of elements. At one level the discourse draws directly upon the kinds of mythol-
ogies that were being established during the period itself by designers and 
entrepreneurs such as Mary Quant and John Stephens, as well as much of the con-
temporary media (Gilbert 2006). This emphasised the emergence of a new youth-focused 
consumer culture (a ‘Youthquake’) associated with developments in music and fashion. 
For some of the interviewees, although the ‘Swinging Sixties’ were short-lived, there 
were lasting effects on London’s reputation, and particularly on the emergence of a 
‘creative wave’ of innovative fashion designers (Santagata 2004), with conceptual, 
experimental and progressive approaches. London’s prominence for sub-cultural forms 
from the Sixties onwards, through Glam, Punk, New Romanticism and beyond under-
pins lasting understandings of the city as a home to creative, extravagant and exper-
imental consumers:

The core of London comes from these kinds of layers of the past, these ghosts of the 
60 s, the 70 s punk movement and their significance. And then the 80 s period which was 
BodyMap…and all the culture that intertwined with club scenes and performance artists. 
London was and still is a city full of freedom…It drew people with curiosity from different 
cities within the uK and equally people from other countries. It is a comfortable place 
for the eccentric, where it is allowed for you to express beyond what exists (Interview 
14: Head of fashion in an arts and design education institution).

Over time, this symbolic construction of London as a supposed space of creative 
freedom, and of openness to newness and experimentation has been an important 
part of its attraction (Hall 2000; Landry 2001; Pratt 2009). The interviews highlighted 
the ways in which other cities, and particularly urban governments across the world 
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examine how London achieved its unique reputation for creativity. London is under-
stood as giving priority to symbolic production, and particularly to fashion as an 
expressive art form. In some ways, London’s fashion leaders express a conventional 
view of the importance of synergies between fashion and other creative industries, 
and the importance of London’s reputation for major cultural institutions in attracting 
creative individuals. They also regularly highlighted the significance of London’s cul-
tural diversity. What is significant is that this creativity is often mapped onto the 
detailed geography of the city, with the complexity of the cityscape itself seen as 
fertile soil for creativity:

There are a lot of areas, like Hackney, Shoreditch, where there is creative vibe, and 
people can wear what they want to wear…There are places where people can really 
be themselves, and I think designers find that quite an attractive prospect. London is 
so diverse. You have got so many different nationalities and different cultures coming 
together…and it is all a big melting pot, and you can be as creative as possible (Interview 
1: Manufacturing firm).

A lot of designers talk about the inspiration that they gain from the streets of London…
Think of Alexander McQueen and how inspired he was by what he saw on the streets 
of London, in the art galleries of London, in the places around the city and the atmo-
spheres of old historic buildings…I think there is something about the physical landscape 
of London as a city that designers find really inspiring (Interview 25: Fashion curator in 
a museum).

4.2.  The decline of London’s fashion manufacturing: structural changes and 
weaknesses

By contrast with this consistent celebration of London’s reputation for edginess, 
innovation and creativity, there were frequent concerns expressed about manufactur-
ing, seen as the most problematic element of London’s fashion ecosystem by industry 
interviewees. Many respondents emphasised deindustrialisation, the dramatic contrac-
tion of manufacturing jobs and firms, and the shortage of productive capacity. There 
was an awareness of the importance of London’s history of manufacturing and its 
significance in past fashion ecosystems. In the nineteenth and first half of the twen-
tieth century, London was internationally renowned for tailored men’s and womens-
wear production, as well as ready-to-wear. At that time, many were employed in 
clothing manufacturing in London. While the West End was associated with the 
production of high-quality bespoke garments, the East End manufactured less pres-
tigious items (Breward, Ehrman, and Evans 2004).

Wherever you turn to in the history of London there is always a chapter that is about 
fashion and manufacturing and there is the Huguenots coming over here in the 18th 
Century and creating Spitalfields, that used to be a huge centre of silk weaving (Interview 
17: Support institution).

London’s deindustrialisation began earlier than much of the rest of the uK (Dennis 
1978). Wartime destruction and disruption of the East End rag-trade and larger-scale 
factory production encouraged movement of clothing manufacture out of London, 
particularly to the Midlands and the North (Bide 2020). In a sense London had 
already undergone an analogous internal process to offshoring, losing much of its 
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large-scale apparel production to other parts of the uK in the post-war period. This 
reduction accelerated in the late-twentieth and early twenty-first centuries, reducing 
employment to less than 6,000 workers in the 2010s. As Figure 1 shows, this is a 
sustained and long-term decline, both for fashion-related production and total 
manufacturing.

As well as commenting on this overall decline, interviewees also drew attention 
to significant structural changes that have accompanied the shrinking of the industry. 
For example, in the period from 1987 to 2007,1 the percentage of establishments 
with more than 10 people decreased from 36% to 8% (Table 1).

Interviewees also drew attention to significant structural changes associated with 
decline. Large factories have been replaced by smaller-sized firms, often for 
higher-quality products. From the 1980s, the restructuring of fashion production has 
been the object of specific public policies discourses (Greater London Council (GLC)), 
1985), with a recent focus on developing new types of high-end manufacturing in 
London (British Fashion Council (BFC) 2015; Centre for Fashion Enterprise (CFE)), 2009; 
Karra 2008; uK Fashion & Textile Association (uKFT)), 2016; virani and Banks 2014). 
This has had some effect, and several respondents indicated that in the past decade 
it has become easier for independent London designers to find high-end 

Figure 1. employment trend in manufacturing and fashion manufacturing, london, 1971–2019. 
source: authors’ elaboration using data from the Business register and employment survey (Bres), 
annual Business inquiry (aBi), annual employment survey (aes) and Census of employment (Coe) 
– office for national statistics. notes: data from 1971 to 1981 are defined with code 7. textiles, 
leather and Clothing (siC 1968 – Coe). data from 1982 to 1991 with codes 43. textile industry, 
44. Manufacture of leather/leathergoods and 45. Footwear/Clothing industry (siC 1980 – Coe). 
data from 1992 to 2008 with codes 17. Manufacture of textile, 18. Manufacture apparel; dressing/
dyeing fur and 19. tanning/dressing of leather, etc. (siC 1992 – aes and aBi). data from 2009 to 
2015 with codes 13. Manufacture of textiles, 14. Wearing apparel and 15. Manufacture of leather 
and related Products (siC 2007 – Bres). data are rounded to the nearest 100 according to the 
disclosure rules of Bres.
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manufacturing facilities. These facilitate sampling, bespoke production, and small 
batch runs of designs. Other interviewees also remarked on signs of manufacturing 
reshoring (Robinson and Hsieh 2016), with both renowned designers and high-street 
retailers moving parts of production processes back to London because of shorter 
lead times, higher flexibility and control of production and environmental issues:

There definitely was a decline in the 90 s, but it is slowly backing up there. We are see-
ing it, we have got people like Asda, Primark, Matalan, which are huge companies that 
have predominantly done most of their production overseas, they have all come to us 
recently, so it is promising (Interview 1: Manufacturing firm).

However, both London and the broader uK still lack high-volume production able 
to support a large number of products. Many interviewees referenced the high cost 
of local manufacturing as one of the main barriers. Micro-sized retailers and designers, 
particularly those in the early stages of their career, are very unlikely to be able to 
afford to produce in London. Some highlighted long-running concerns about the 
business relationships between local manufacturers and designers, particularly differ-
ences in expectations about production standards and flexibility. A connected issue 
was the lack of specialist skills, technical expertise, and equipment in the London 
manufacturing sector:

The first weakness is that it is still relatively expensive to manufacture in London, so a 
lot of designers get their stuff made abroad. There are some manufacturing specialisation 
techniques that really London does not necessarily have (Interview 16: Support institution).

Some interviews drew attention to the importance of migrant labour in addressing 
skill-shortages, suggesting that these were likely to be exacerbated by Brexit:

If you go into most factories in London, something like 70% of their staff are Eastern 
European predominantly from Romania and Hungary. Because they have got the sewing 
skills, because their education system still teaches sewing skills. So, they have got a lot 
of high-quality staff. There is not an automatic pool of talent here, so we do not have 
lots of very talented sewing machinists…So that is one thing, the other thing on the 
manufacturing side is that we do not make everything in the uK. So, we do not have 
the talent, we do not have the volume, and there are loads of things that we do not 
make in the uK that we need to import (Interview 17: Support institution).

Table 1. Frequency distribution of establishments by employment size, london, 
1987 and 2007.
Year 1987 2007

employment size
number of 

establishments
Percentage of 

establishments
number of 

establishments
Percentage of 

establishments

1–4 employees 976 34.7 1,399 78.6
5–10 employees 810 28.8 243 13.6
11–49 employees 922 32.8 126 7.1
50–199 employees 94 3.3 13 0.7
200 or more employees 9 0.3 – –
total 2,812 100.0 1,781 100.0

source: authors’ elaboration using data from the Workplace analysis of annual Business inquiry 
(aBi) and Census of employment (Coe) – office for national statistics.

notes: data for 1987 are defined with codes 43. textile industry, 44. Manufacture of leather/
leathergoods and 45. Footwear/Clothing industry (siC 1980 – Coe). data for 2007 are defined 
with codes 17. Manufacture of textile, 18. Manufacture apparel; dressing/dyeing fur and 19. 
tanning/dressing of leather, etc. (siC 1992 – aBi).
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Interviewees also expressed concerns about support for manufacturing from local 
and city government, with a strong sense that fashion is primarily seen by government 
as a creative industry rather than part of the local productive base:

There is not that support and infrastructure and belief in fashion as a not just a creative 
industry, but a manufacturing industry and a source of employment. Lots of people just 
see fashion as that glamorous end with dresses on the catwalk or celebrities. They do 
not see the rest of it, they do not see the tailors that work here, the leather workers that 
work here, the shoe manufacturers that work here and all that sort of stuff (Interview 
17: Support institution).

4.3.  The education system: a conceptual approach to fashion design

There was a strong emphasis on the education system as a powerful engine for the 
London fashion economy. London is internationally acknowledged as a place of 
learning, particularly in creativity and design (Comunian and Faggian 2014). Building 
on established reputations forged in mid-twentieth century art schools, notably the 
Royal College of Art and Central Saint Martins (Breward, Ehrman, and Evans 2004), 
London fashion schools are now routinely placed high in world-ranking exercises (see 
for example, Business of Fashion (BOF)) 2019). John Galliano, Alexander McQueen, 
Stella McCartney and Christopher Bailey are among the many fashion designers trained 
in these schools in recent decades (British Fashion Council (BFC)), 2015; virani and 
Banks 2014). This reputation means that London attracts international fashion students:

Its reputation as a centre for fashion education is deeply important and connected to 
its reputation as a centre of fashion. In the sense that people from all over the world 
come to London’s fashion colleges which really are some of the best in the world…I 
think that is part of the reason why so many interesting young graduates then go on to 
start their businesses, their fashion companies in London (Interview 25: Fashion curator 
in a museum).

Because of their established reputation, these institutions function as important 
generators of symbolic capital for aspiring designers. They offer the possibility of 
visibility and recognition in the local industry and media system, and networking 
with key actors in the sector. In this respect, in addition to internships and sponsor-
ship opportunities, graduate fashion shows function as platforms for students who 
want to gain media attention in the early stages of their career.

We collaborate with fashion houses, fashion businesses and retailers. Mentoring by 
industry representatives and creative professionals is important. We also receive support 
from the British Fashion Council, which is very important to us. Students get support 
in terms of feedback on their creative work and opportunities to work with businesses. 
There may be also occasional sponsorship opportunities. The dialogue with the industry 
and creative practitioners is really important to us (Interview 13: Head of an arts and 
design education institution).

The global reputation of these schools was often attributed to their promotion of 
creativity and artistic values, and to a conceptual approach to fashion that supports 
high levels of innovation, experimentation, originality and critical thinking. Fashion 
design education in London is challenging, pushing students out of their comfort 
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zone, providing high levels of freedom and the absence of rigid aesthetic rules, 
emphasising risk and strongly individuated design identity.

Many art schools are incorporated into larger multidisciplinary universities, where fashion 
design is one of the subjects within a broader creative arts portfolio…This provides a 
fertile soil where creative people come together and work or experiment in areas that 
are not necessarily their own disciplinary background. It is really important to create, 
maintain and protect spaces where creativity and experimentation can flourish without a 
primary commercial concern, where people can test out things without taking too much 
of a risk initially. Art schools have an important role to play in offering this kind of envi-
ronment and to nurture a creative mind set…We focus on the design values that drive 
London as a fashion city (Interview 13: Head of an arts and design education institution).

Designers graduating from these schools are often more interested in a ‘fashion 
to be seen’ than a ‘fashion to be worn’ valuing originality and expressive creativity 
above the marketability of products (volonte 2012). Fashion is regarded more as a 
form of art than of economic production. This education environment is primarily 
aimed at promoting the figure of the independent fashion designer aspiring to open 
their own business (Pratt et  al. 2012; volonte 2012). A number of respondents stressed 
the preference of many students to open their own companies rather than working 
within large and established fashion houses:

New York’s schools have a reputation for building graduates that can slot really easily 
into industry and become the soldier in the workforces of big companies…London is 
generally thought to be the city to study in if you want to become an individual brand 
yourself. I think that is part of why even though it is really hard still to establish a fashion 
business in London, people come here to study, and why they then start their businesses 
here because…is that goal of becoming the next Alexander McQueen (Interview 25: 
Fashion curator in a museum).

Many respondents discussed a downside to this emphasis on expressive creativity, 
suggesting weaknesses in commercial, managerial and technical training, an issue 
highlighted in previous research (D’Ovidio 2016; Rieple and Gornostaeva 2014; volonte 
2012). Graduates from London-based educational providers are seen as having weaker 
understanding of business and entrepreneurial strategies, necessary to attract invest-
ments, gain market attraction and compete in the global market. However, in the 
interviews there was a strong assertation of the primacy of creativity over business skills:

There has always been a gap between the moment of education and the moment of 
business. You cannot teach business alongside design really well. I do not think the 
industry needs more people who understand the industry…I think if you are going to 
have your business you can learn some basics, but you have to learn yourself. I want 
that students come here mostly to examine their sense of self of fashion designers 
and…develop their vision and opinion and feel confident about it (Interview 14: Head 
of fashion in an arts and design education institution).

Education gives you a platform to show your work to the industry so that you can start 
getting into the industry. But it does not provide business support. You are learning 
everything in terms of running a business or a label as you go along…All the business 
side comes later. But I think it is good because when you are studying you are working 
on being creative and having a strong design identity, and without that you cannot 
really have a label (Interview 5: Fashion designer)
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However, for some, the issues with London design education were not so much 
about weaknesses in business training, so much as technical and artisanal skills, such 
as pattern cutting, pressing, and finishing. Lack of competence in these skills could 
be a barrier to developing a career, and an issue in developing relationships with 
retailing and manufacturing companies:

Many designers that leave university…cannot take it to the next level because they do 
not have the technical skills to make almost a wearable, viable collection that people are 
actually going to wear in real life. It is not just about the design side…if they want to 
be a designer, they still need a viable business…they almost need to take a step back 
and learn the technical skills (Interview 1: Manufacturing firm).

4.4.  The downside of creativity: a brain drain of fashion design talent?

Many respondents emphasised that one of the main weaknesses of London’s fashion 
ecosystem is a consequence of both its highly creative environment, but also its 
weaknesses in manufacturing and business infrastructures. This ecosystem was con-
trasted with Paris, Milan and New York, which all have many more established large 
and medium-sized fashion businesses, and larger, more skilled production sectors. 
Students graduating from London’s fashion design schools struggle to find niches in 
the London fashion industry. With the exception of Burberry, in London there are no 
high-end fashion design companies large enough to support significant numbers of 
graduates. There were also concerns expressed that immigration restrictions limit the 
prospects for international students to stay and establish themselves in London, and 
that Brexit will restrict this further.

It is not a city where you have large fashion brands. If you go to Paris, New York or Milan 
they have 30 or 40 big brands, the most famous fashion bands, the luxury brands in the 
world they should be in those cities. In London we only have one, which is Burberry, 
all the other ones are relatively small (Interview 19: Founder of e-commerce platform).

A system primarily oriented towards creativity and artistic values does not facilitate 
the setting up and consolidation of businesses, despite a plethora of institutions 
aimed at supporting and sustaining emerging fashion designers. virani and Banks 
(2014) identify more than twenty institutions that support fashion designers in net-
working, securing funding, showcasing collections, as well as providing mentoring, 
resources and knowledge. These include the British Fashion Council, the Centre for 
Fashion Enterprise, Fashion East, and the Centre for Sustainable Fashion. However, 
emerging designers face significant obstacles, that include the narrow and relatively 
expensive (compared to competing fashion capitals) manufacturing base, poorly suited 
to supporting start-up businesses. The high cost of living, and particularly a 
hyper-capitalised property market, was seen as an almost insurmountable obstacle 
to fashion start-ups. These costs and the precarity of early fashion careers make 
financial investment almost impossible to secure, and there are high rates of business 
failure:

I think creativity is one of its positives, but it is also one of its negatives in many ways. 
We tend to generate an awful lot of very creative people who are very good at fash-
ion design, but they are not very good at running fashion businesses. The number of 
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fashion business failures in the uK is very high and the vast majority of those are based 
in London (Interview 17: Support institution).

It is very hard for any fashion business to mature…those other capitals have got strengths 
which help them, so they have got manufacturing, or they are very much about com-
merce to begin with anyway, so they are very focused on that. London is all about the 
new designers with the new ideas that are pushing fashion somewhere different, that is 
not really going to be commercial (Interview 12: Head of fashion in an arts and design 
education institution).

Some fashion designers have moved to the outskirts of London, or other British 
cities, seeking more affordable property for new businesses:

There are lots of people like us that for one reason or another have made the decision 
to move our business outside of London, because it is hard to cover all those running 
costs, because London is very expensive…. You pay a premium for being in the cap-
ital, and if you are located centrally or in a popular area like East London, you pay a 
real premium for space, and that is quite challenging as a small business (Interview 8: 
Fashion Designer).

Others, however, are moving beyond to find opportunities beyond the uK, again 
often pushed by costs, but also increasingly by Brexit concerns:

The environment for emerging designers in London is getting trickier because the city has 
become so much more expensive. Most creative talent now is moving abroad to Berlin, 
to Antwerp, to Barcelona, so the cities where it is easier for them to survive. Then of 
course you have the whole Brexit scenario which is also a huge problem. Eight or nine 
years ago when we started, most of our designers were living within five to ten minutes 
from where our office is, and now most of these have moved to outside of the country 
or outside of London (Interview 19: Founder of e-commerce platform).

Data from HESA partially confirm this trend. Indeed, as shown in Table 2, a rela-
tively high proportion (34.4%) of undergraduate and postgraduate students enrolled 
in fashion design courses in London-based educational institutions in 2014/20152 
were already employed out of London six months after the completion of their 
studies. Moreover, most of them were employed on a permanent or open-ended 
contract, while only 4% started their own business (Table 3). If we look at the size 
of the fashion design sector3, several studies have emphasised its relatively narrow 
dimension compared to other aspects of the broader fashion industry (BOP 
Consulting 2017).

4.5.  Shaping the image of the city: retail, media and museums

There was a strong sense among interviewees of wider elements of London’s fashion 
ecosystem, emphasising London’s significance as a centre for retailing and consump-
tion, and its importance in the symbolic production of global fashion. Interviewees 
emphasised that a wide variety of shopping opportunities, fashion-related media and 
events, and also museums of global reputation play a key role in building and dis-
seminating powerful symbols that link London with the idea of fashion.

Respondents highlighted fashion retail as a significant factor shaping London’s 
reputation stressing the long-term importance of the sector. In 2015, fashion retail 
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Table 2. location of employment of students enrolled on fashion design programmes in 
london, 2014–2015.

location of employment
Percentage of 

students employed

Fashion-related subject 
(4 digit JaCs) london

rest of 
the uK

eu 
countries

non-eu 
countries unknown total london

out of 
london

design 365 90 30 70 5 560 65.2 34.8
Clothing/fashion design 275 85 25 30 10 425 64.7 35.3
textile design 75 20 5 5 0 105 71.4 28.6
total 715 195 60 105 15 1,090 65.6 34.4

source: authors’ elaboration using personal data from Hesa.
notes: all data are rounded to the nearest multiple of 5 for the purpose of data protection. Fashion design 

subjects are selected through Joint academic Coding system (JaCs) with the codes (W230) Clothing/Fashion 
design (W200) design studies and (W231) textile design. data include both undergraduate and postgraduate 
levels of study.

Table 3. type of employment of students enrolled on fashion design programmes in london, 
2014–2015.

Fashion design subjects (4 digit JaCs)

employment type
design 
studies

Clothing/
fashion design

textile 
design total

Percentage of 
tot. fashion 

design subjects

on a permanent or open-ended 
contract

240 215 35 490 45%

self-employed/freelance 140 80 25 245 22%
on a fixed-term contract lasting 

12 months or longer
40 35 – 75 7%

on a fixed-term contract lasting less 
than 12 months

35 30 5 70 6%

on an internship/placement 30 20 20 70 6%
starting up own business 25 20 – 45 4%
temping (including supply teaching) 15 10 – 25 2%
other 10 10 5 25 2%
developing a professional portfolio/

creative practice
10 5 5 20 2%

on a zero-hour contract 10 5 – 15 1%
voluntary work 5 5 – 10 1%
total 560 425 105 1090 100%

source: authors’ elaboration using personal data from Hesa.
notes: all data are rounded to the nearest multiple of 5 for the purpose of data protection. Fashion design subjects 

are selected through Joint academic Coding system (JaCs) with the codes (W230) Clothing/Fashion design (W200) 
design studies and (W231) textile design. data include both undergraduate and postgraduate levels of study.

and distribution in London accounted for a GvA of £4.70 billion, 85% of the total 
economic value of the fashion sector (BOP Consulting 2017). London combines 
long-established department stores with prestigious fashion districts of high-end 
boutiques and luxury brands like New Bond Street, Mayfair and Knightsbridge. 
Respondents also indicated London’s sustained profile for ‘high-street’ fashion. This 
range of shopping opportunities pulls in millions of international and domestic tourists 
and attracts fashion houses wanting to benefit from symbolic association with London. 
Some respondents drew attention to the role retailers play in supporting local design-
ers, both selling their collections and through promotional events and talent-pathway 
schemes.

I think one of the other key things is that London is also a major sort of destination city 
for tourists not just from within the uK, but also from around the world. I think one of 
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the key things they come for is retail. I think it is really interesting that a lot of major 
British brands have flagship stores in the uK, particularly in London. But I also think it 
is really important to note that a lot of international brands want to be seen in London 
as well, because that gives them ‘the London feel’ to it as well (Interview 12: Head of 
fashion in an arts and design education institution).

Retailers are really important especially Topshop with Newgen. They usually invest a lot 
on new and emerging designers. It is a kind of symbolic element, the fact to have been 
selected by retailers it is something that gives an important symbolic value to fashion 
designers. Retailers do an important financial investment in fashion designers and are a 
very important aspect of the city of London (Interview 30: Researcher).

While medium- and large-sized high-street companies have dominated the retailing 
scene, more recently, temporary and permanent shops of independent fashion retailers 
and designers selling cutting-edge, extravagant and innovative collections have 
emerged in new fashion hubs in the city, particularly in East London. One respondent 
stressed the layers of London retailing and the importance of local knowledge:

It’s a huge shopping destination for all sorts of people. You know people fly in from 
China just to come shopping in London…So there is the retail aspect in terms of its 
global perception, but also because there are loads and loads of really good independent 
shops…So I think it is creativity, its retail scene, it is the history of fashion (Interview 
17: Support institution).

A strong promotional system supports London’s fashion industry by raising its 
symbolic value internationally. London Fashion Week attracts high levels of investment 
and media coverage and contributes to generating high economic and symbolic value. 
Respondents again emphasised the distinctiveness of these collections in terms of 
creativity, experimentation and cutting-edge fashion design. London Fashion Weeks 
and other events were seen as part of a powerful and integrated promotional system, 
that includes various media and channels for the dissemination of symbolic associa-
tions of the city with the creativity and innovation:

London is where it is always about the latest designer…there is almost that protectionism 
I guess in Paris, in Milan certainly, in terms of promoting only home-grown talent, whereas 
I think London, we just want to see exciting things, we do not care where they come 
from. I think we just want to see exciting, new interesting things; we do not care if they 
are wearable or not wearable, commercial or not commercial, too expensive (Interview 
12: Head of fashion in an arts and design education institution).

The production, distribution and consumption side of fashion are fuelled by venues for 
fashion shows and displays, underpinned by a rich network of media outlets that pro-
mote fashion. The critics who work for the papers, for the broadcast industry, for online 
platforms and for social networks play an important part in building a promotional and 
critical discourse around fashion creations whether these are haute-couture or prêt-à-
porter. In short, fashion design, business, trade, education and culture work hand and 
glove here in a densely interwoven infrastructure that has shaped London as a creative 
centre (Interview 13: Head of an arts and design education institution).

London’s museums and other cultural institutions are seen as vital elements in this 
symbolic promotion of London fashion. The victoria and Albert Museum (v&A) hosts 
the largest permanent collection of textiles and fashion in the world, with a particular 
focus on European and British fashion. It has played a prominent role in staging 
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exhibitions that become international events, reinforcing London’s position in the 
symbolic hierarchies of fashion cities. Since 1971, when the first high-profile exhibition 
was organized (‘Fashion: An anthology’), the regular v&A fashion-related exhibitions 
have attracted an increasing number of visitors. These have highlighted innovative 
London designers, but have also celebrated London’s importance for street and club 
culture and distinctive sub-cultural fashion, as well as exhibitions of fashion history. 
‘Alexander McQueen: Savage Beauty’ at the v&A in 2015, attracted 493,043 visitors in 
just five months, becoming the most visited exhibition in museum’s history. Since the 
late 1990s, the v&A has also organised ‘Fashion in Motion’, a series of live fashion 
catwalks showcasing London-based designers. In addition to the v&A, the Museum 
of London has a large fashion collection focused on clothes and textiles made, sold 
and worn in the city from the sixteenth century. But respondents also highlighted 
the contributions to the symbolic construction of London made by a much wider 
range of museums, galleries and cultural institutions:

What is so exciting is how many institutions here are telling fashion stories. I mean, in 
New York you have the Met and FIT, but in London you have the v&A, you have the 
Museum of London, you have the Fashion and Textile Museums in Bermondsey. You 
have galleries like the Esoteric Collection that also occasionally references fashion. The 
Jewish Museum has fantastic exhibitions of fashion in London. Somerset House, that 
is super important in recent years. It is amazing how many institutions are presenting 
really thought provoking, innovative projects. That creates a fantastic sort of stage set 
for fashion (Interview 25: Fashion curator in a museum).

5.  Discussion and conclusions

This paper investigates the interpretation of London’s fashion ecosystem by leading 
industry actors, in order to understand the way creativity, manufacturing and sym-
bolism interact in that ecosystem. What is striking is the coherence of the interpre-
tation offered by respondents, even though they come from different ‘dimensions’ of 
London’s fashion ecosystem. Compared with the other fashion capitals, Paris, New 
York and Milan, fashion leaders in London place much less emphasis on particular 
business models or production networks. Instead, London’s distinctive strengths are 
regarded as its focus on creativity, artistic values and forms of urban symbolism. There 
is strong awareness of the power of the symbolic economy, and its relative autonomy 
from the production of material fashion. Additionally, there is recognition of the wider 
elements of the London’s fashion ecosystem, particularly the apparatus that promotes 
the idea of London fashion, perhaps above the production of material fashion. 
Respondents understandably stressed the importance of London Fashion Weeks, the 
local fashion press and new media. But they also discussed the ways that cultural 
institutions, particularly fashion exhibitions and collections in internationally recognised 
museums, provide powerful associations between London and fashion. This idea of 
the fashion city is therefore bound up with consumption of the city as a site of 
fashion culture. London’s importance as a retail destination is more associated with 
international brands and a long-established high street section, although specialist 
retailers selling cutting-edge fashion styles particularly in East London have a prom-
inence that is more about symbolic significance than economic contribution.
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Design has an ambivalent position in this understanding of the London’s fashion 
ecosystem. Interviewees emphasised that the fashion design sector is relatively narrow 
and not adequately supported by a weak, expensive and non-specialised production 
system. London’s fashion education system is seen as emphasizing individual creativity 
above business and technical aspects. For some this is part of a more conceptual 
approach to fashion that regards it as an important art form. Fashion designers value 
originality, creativity and experimentation more than the marketability of products. 
This contributes to London’s symbolic standing but leaves limited commercial oppor-
tunities. The effects of this tension between creativity and business, and the weakness 
of the manufacturing sector, are seen as being exacerbated by the difficulties of 
securing investment for start-up design companies as well as the high costs of com-
mercial and residential property. The effects of an exodus of design talent are seen 
as mixed; those designers who have moved out of London to set up new businesses 
or to find employment in large European and American fashion houses are both an 
indication of London’s weaknesses, but also its role as a centre of creative talent.

In short, London is understood more as a site of symbolic production through unique 
creative learning experiences, a wide variety of shopping opportunities, renowned 
showcase events, and fashion exhibitions, than a fashion city that is focused on the 
design and production of garments or the development of international brands. Certainly, 
among the major fashion centres, London is an extreme example of deindustrialisation 
and a shift towards an ecosystem focused on image-producing activities, where the 
production of apparel and even the design of clothing for production are absent or 
limited. Recent theorisations of ‘ideal types’ of fashion cities suggest not so much a 
singular fashion city ecosystem, as three distinctive forms: the ‘manufacturing fashion 
city’, the ‘design fashion city’ and the ‘symbolic fashion city’ (Casadei, Gilbert, and 
Lazzeretti 2021). Weberian ideal types are, of course, idealised accentuations used to 
develop analytical constructs, but it is striking how close this dominant consensus about 
London’s fashion ecosystem comes to describing a pure form of the symbolic fashion city.

This stimulates reflection on the recent widespread approach in policy agendas of 
considering fashion as a resource for place branding. We see that London’s strong 
emphasis on forms of aesthetics and symbolism has led to weaknesses in relation 
not only to production but also the wider business of fashion, particularly the design 
and brand sectors. However, London’s established tradition in fashion, highly rooted 
in perceptions of an urban culture characterised by creativity and experimentation, 
has allowed this city to maintain its reputation in global fashion geographies. It is 
not clear how readily this model can be transferred to other cities. London’s reputation 
is in part based upon past experiences of urban difference, experimentation and even 
cultural dissent that are difficult if not impossible to replicate as goals of urban policy. 
London itself, with its hypercapitalized property markets, increasingly unaffordable 
housing and limited opportunities for innovative bottom-up renewal of its fashion 
tradition, runs the risk of becoming an empty shell trading on increasingly historic 
tropes of its fashionability. There may be limits to the extent any city can sustain a 
purely symbolic reputation.

Such concerns may well be strengthened in the current context. These interviews 
were conducted in a distinctive period, after the Brexit referendum but before either 
the end of the transition period or the Covid-19 pandemic. The final implementation 
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of Brexit was mentioned by respondents as a major concern, not only exacerbating 
some of the weaknesses of manufacturing and the difficulties of establishing new design 
businesses, but also potentially undermining identified strengths (Casadei and Iammarino, 
2021). New obstacles to the recruitment of international fashion students, and disin-
centives for European tourists to visit the city, are combined with a wider sense of 
global marginalisation and inward-lookingness, at odds with many of the established 
tropes of London as fashion capital. The pandemic has been particularly severe on 
London retailing with collapsing sales, bankruptcies and job losses, particularly in the 
‘high street’ sector (Financial Times 2020; The Guardian 2020). London’s fashion economy 
has experienced significant shocks in the past, and it is important not only to analyse 
how its fashion ecosystem is changed, but also how internal and external perceptions 
of the city change. The interviews here capture a particular moment in London’s history 
as a fashion city, but perhaps also mark a point before fundamental transformation.

Notes

 1. We specifically look at 2007 rather than at more recent years to make data comparable 
across different employee size bands.

 2. Data were retrieved (through a temporary and personal authorisation from HESA) from 
the Destinations of Leavers from Higher Education Providers 2014/15 dataset of HESA. 
The survey provides information about the employment and further study activities of 
local higher education leavers approximately six months after completing their studies. 
The response rates are set to ensure that data are suitable for publication and that the 
results genuinely reflect the outcomes for students leaving HE providers.

 3. To date, there are no dedicated Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes associated 
with fashion design and therefore it is not possible to separate this element from the 
broader category 74.10 ‘Specialised Design Activities’ with a reasonable degree of accu-
racy. Moreover, elements of designer fashion are also included in most of the clothing 
and footwear manufacturing-related codes.
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Table A1. semi-structured interviews.

dimension
no. 

interview role and type of organisation

eConoMiC struCture 1 Programme manager of manufacturing firm
2 Founder of manufacturing firm
3 Founder of manufacturing firm
4 Co-founder/director of manufacturing firm

HuMan CaPital 5 Fashion designer
6 Fashion designer
7 Fashion designer
8 Fashion designer
9 Fashion designer

eduCation sYsteM 10 Head of business school of a fashion and design education institution
11 Head of fashion in an arts and design education institution
12 Head of fashion in an arts and design education institution
13 Head of an arts and design education institution
14 Head of fashion in an arts and design education institution

institutional 
inFrastruCture

15 Program Manager of an institution in support of creative industries
16 Manufacturing specialist
17 Managing director of an institution in support of the fashion industry
18 Managing director of an institution in support of fashion 

manufacturing
retail environMent 19 Founder of an e-commerce platform

20 large retail firm
21 large retail firm
22 small retail firm

ProMotional Media 
sYsteM

23 editor in chief of a fashion magazine
24 editor in chief of a fashion magazine
25 Fashion curator of a museum
26 Fashion curator of a museum

sCHolars involved in 
FasHion studies in 
london

27 Professor in Cultural economy
28 Professor in Human Geography
29 researcher in Cultural studies
30 researcher in Cultural and Creative industries

Appendix A 
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